1\. Corrigendum: 22.12.2018 -- Day 2 -- Poster No. 22 - A study on prevalence of sleep disturbance and factors affecting it in CKD-5 patients on maintenance hemodialysis

In abstract no. 22 for "Poster Presentations" titled "A study on prevalence of sleep disturbance and factors affecting it in CKD-5 patients on maintenance hemodialysis", published on pages 28-122, supplement issue 1, volume 28 of Indian Journal of Nephrology,\[[@ref1]\] the list of authors and affiliations is incorrectly written as "Avinash Ignatius, Shubhangi Jagtap-Karmakar, Avinash Ignatius, Suresh Sankar; Department of Nephrology; DaVita Care Pvt Ltd.; Bengaluru; Karnataka; India". The correct list of authors and their affiliations should read as "Shubhangi Jagtap-Karmakar, Avinash Ignatius, Suresh Sankar; Department of Nephrology, Noble Hospital Pune".

2\. Corrigendum: 22.12.2018 -- Day 2 -Poster No. 96 - Role of Copeptin Assay as an Improved Diagnostic Tool of Hypotonic Polyuria

In abstract no. 96 for "Poster Presentations" titled "Role of Copeptin Assay as an Improved Diagnostic Tool of Hypotonic Polyuria", published on pages 28-122, supplement issue 1, volume 28 of Indian Journal of Nephrology,\[[@ref1]\] the list of authors and affiliations is incorrectly written as "Sameer S Deshmukh, Kaustubh S Chaudhari, Sameer S Deshmukh, Nishant R Tiwari, Rohan S Sharma; Department of Nephrology, University of Oklahoma Health Sciences Center, Oklahoma, USA". The correct list of authors and their affiliations should read as "Kaustubh S Chaudhari, Sameer S Deshmukh, Nishant R Tiwari, Rohan S Sharma; Department of Internal Medicine, University of Oklahoma Health Sciences Center, Oklahoma; USA".
